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One more reason, perhaps, for the existence of European prejudice
against Mysticism may Tbe that the manifestations of the mystic temper
in sudden outbursts jar on the c refined susceptibilities 7 of the European
mind, and appear revolting to its ' matter-of-fact3 judgment
and temper. Such. manifestations are probably considered, as the
outcome of unbridled emotionalism or the ravings of the deluded,.
It is unintelligible to sucli observers that a person who may have
spiritually discerned a spiritual truth, is generally indifferent to all
external conventionalities ; and this often happens in cases where
the subjective and the objective aspects of the mind are not equipoised
and synch.ron.ou.s. Sucli an one, though, m this world, is not, for the
moment at least, of this world. His may be e madness,3 as Socrates
is made to say mtliePhoedms, but it is Divine madness, "which., accord-
ing to Plato, is the source of the choicest blessings granted to
man.
It is possible that the so-called mystic experience may, in any par-
ticular instance, be the outcome of what, in Psychology, is called
auto-suggestion, that is, that one sees what one anxiously expects or
wishes to see. It is equally possible that, for every one case of genuine
and honest mysticism, there may be a number of cases of imposture
and fraud.
But when we have, connected, with this movement, names of people
well known for deep learning, purity of life, strength of character and
honesty of purpose, it would be most unreasonable to suspect their
experiences as being due to diseased imagination, self-delusion or
imposture and fraud. Their high. character, their wisdom, their
possession of god-like powers, and their desire to exercise them for the
good of humanity and never for any baser purposes, ought to give
•as the assurance that the experiences of these " choice specimens
of human wisdom and virtue in. all ages 5? have not been wrong, when
they believed themselves to be holding communion with supersensible
realities.1
And this assurance becomes all the more emphasised, when it is
remembered that, among these ' choice specimens/ there have been
saints of a most marked personality.
1 Lilly's " European History "

